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SHIGEMATSU 
RS01 RESPIRATOR

QUICK GUIDE.

CHECKLIST PRIOR TO USE:
1. Check that all parts are attached correctly and firmly.
  2. Check that the inhalation and exhalation valves are not stuck
       and are free from tears and rips.
    3. Check that there are no defects, deformation, cracks or holes
     4. Check the headband to make sure it is sufficiently elastic.
     5. Check and attach the filter to the front of the mask.

DONNING:

   1. Hold both ends of the headband with the white line 
        of the head harness facing inwards and disconnect 
        the buckle.
   2. Place the headband over your head and hold both 
        ends of the headband near the buckle

   3. Pull the ends evenly so that the respirator is    
        positioned over your mouth and nose.
   4. Connect the buckle behind your neck and pull the 
        straps until you get a comfortable and secure fit.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR RESPIRATOR:
   1. To clean the respirator, start by removing all filters 
       and using alcohol-free wipes or a small brush with 
       warm water and mild dish soap.
   2. After cleaning, rinse with disinfectant and then clean 
       water to remove any excess disinfectant and minimise 
       skin irritation.
   3. Dry on a rack or clean surface with the respirator 
       rubber facing up so it does not deform as it dries.

CHANGING YOUR FILTERS:

   4. Once dry, check for any damage, cracked rubber or 
        worn straps. If any significant wear and tear is found, 
        do not wear the respirator and replace the damaged 
        parts.
   5. Storage - when not in use remove filters and place 
        respirator inside the plastic box and ensure it is 
        sealed.

   1. Depending on use, it is recommended that filters are 
       changed every three months.
   2. Write the expiry date on the filters so you know when 
       they need to be changed

   4. If you are struggling to breathe when the mask is on, 
       this may indicate that the filters are full and need to 
       be replaced.
   5. You can reorder the filters on the rifftsafey website.  
       The RS01 ORGANIC GAS & VAPOUR FILTER reorder 
       code is SKU:CA-A1 and the P3 PRE-FILTER (P3RC)
       is SKU: PH-STS41522


